1. Normal state conductivity drops sharply with the Pr concentration x, and the material becomes essentially insulating at concentrations comparable to the concentration at which superconductivity is fully suppressed. 2. The dependence of T c on x does not follow the classical AbrikosovGor'kov law for superconductivity suppression by pair-breaking impurities. 3 . In samples where T c is suppressed by alloying with Pr, it can be restored back by partial substitution of Y by Ca, which adds holes to the system. These three observations essentially eliminate the 'pair breaking model' where suppression of T c is ascribed to the pair-breaking effect of Pr, acting like an impurity.
The rational of this model is that Pr electrons are to some extent present at the Fermi level, as witnessed by the unusually large Neel temperature, and that for the d−wave superconductivity all impurities are pair-breaking. Let me now explain why the experimental facts above eliminate this possibility:
(i) Theory of the pair-breaking impurity scattering is known in details. Characteristic parameter is τ ∆ = 2πξ/l, where ∆ is the superconducting order parameter, ξ is coherence length, l = τ v F is the mean free path for the pair breaking impurity scattering. On the other hand, carrier localization due to impurities occurs when l ∼ a (lattice parameter), which is nearly two orders of magnitude stronger condition on l than the Abrikosov-Gor'kov condition 2πξ/l ∼ 1. Thus one expects superconductivity to be suppressed well before the normal state conductivity becomes nonmetallic, as it happens in conventional superconductors with magnetic impurities.
(ii) The Abrikosov-Gor'kov law is very universal and particularly robust at small impurity concentration. In particular, the law states that T c suppression is linear in impurity concentration. This is compatible with the measurements on some RE Having established that impurity pairbreaking is not the cause of the T c suppression, we are left with two options: (a) the pairing interaction, whatever it may be, is weakened by the Pr doping, or (b) the number or the character of the charge carriers changes. While I am not aware of any experiment directly eliminating the first possibility, it is disfavored by the fact (iii) above. Moreover, we know that Pr does not donate electrons into the superconducting pdσ There are two messages in this findings: (a) The relevant hybridization of the f states is with some states close to Fermi level, because the Nd(f ) states are farther away from E F than Pr(f ), so that larger hopping is required for the same hybridization effect on the Cu-O states; however, (b) the Pr-CuO hybridization should be stronger than some threshold for the suppression to appear, thus the relevant hybridization is not with the superconducting CuO pdσ * band, but with some other states, initially not at the Fermi level. The main question now is to identify those states. It was done by Fehrenbacher and Rice [6] , who noted that in the YBCO structure the nearest neighbors for a RE atom are 8 oxygens forming nearly an ideal cube, and that there is one particular f orbital, (x 2 − y 2 )z , which has 8 lobes pointing exactly at those 8 oxygens, allowing for pf σ interaction. It was verified by LDA+U calculations (which is a very good approximation for f electrons) that indeed 7. this orbital is the one (and the only one) occupied in PrBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 [5] , and that the largest Pr-CuO hopping is in the pf σ channel.
It was furthermore suggested [6] and checked by calculations [5] that the total number of Cu-O holes changes little upon Pr doping, but rather their character does; namely, that the pdσ * holes are being transferred to another state which we will call tentatively pf σ * (because the transfer is caused by the pf σ hopping), keeping in mind however that admixture of other states, first of all of the pdπ * states, is not excluded by symmetry.
This chain of arguments, based on experimental data and numerical calculations, essentially eliminates all other models except for the p − f hybridization model. There are, however, open questions about the details of this model. In particular, a key question is whether without crystallographic disorder the "new" states are itinerant or localized? The facts seem to point in the opposite directions:
• Large indirect exchange suggest itinerancy. However, it might be that that the indirect exchange is not the only reason for high Neel temperature.
• LDA+U calculations render a highly itinerant state. However, LDA has a tendency to overestimate hoppings.
• PrBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 is stoichiometric, and it is disputed whether the Pr-Ba disorder is sufficient to localize the carriers in the pf σ * band. However, the observation of superconductivity in PrBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 suggests that it probably is a metal.
Fortunately, there is a nearly unambiguous clue in favor of the itinerant model. Namely, there is a stunning observation which was at first received as a total mystery, that the suppression rate of T c in different members of the RE is sitting in the other cells, so one concludes that the "holegrabbing" state which appears due to the pf σ hybridization should be itinerant. A question of secondary importance remains of whether this state exists in the undoped REBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 , but is fully occupied, and the role of the pf σ hybridization is merely to move this state closer to the Fermi level, or the pf σ hybridization creates this state. The first case corresponds to the LDA+U calculations of Ref. [5] , where the state in question is a pdπ * band, with the width of about 1/2 of that of the pdσ * band, and lies entirely under the Fermi level in all REBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 except for RE =Pr. The neglect of the pdπ hopping leads to the second case, when the width of the "hole-grabbing" band is proportional to the pf σ hopping [8] . The linear T c suppression in Nd 1−x Pr x Ba 2 Cu 3 O 7 is easier to explain in the first case, but the second gives better agreement [5] with the measured number of the O(p z ) holes [9] . For most experiments the difference between the two cases is insignificant, and the conclusions can be formulated as follows:
• With Pr doping, electrons are transferred from the usual superconducting pdσ * band to a new band, which includes pdπ * and/or pf σ * states.
• The new band is (a) heavy and (b) likely to be strongly renormalized by magnetic interactions.
• Because of that, the carriers in this band are easily localized.
• As a consequence, we expect this band to show its metallic character only in well-ordered, stoichiometric samples, and probably only at a short length scale.
Regarding the newly observed superconductivity [3] in PrBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 , it appears to be a more novel superconductor than all other cuprate high T c materials known: it is the only one where superconducting carriers are not residing in the Cu(x 2 − y 2 )−O(p σ ) bands, but are of entirely different character. One can ask why are the critical temperatures in the two compounds, YBCO and PBCO, so similar? In the framework of the suggested model it is a sheer coincidence, which should be removed, for instance, by external pressure. Indeed, it was observed recently [10] that the pressure coefficient dT c /dP in PBCO is an order of magnitude larger than in any other REBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 . Interestingly, in the df σ hybridization model one expects dT c /dP to be negative in RE 1−x Pr x Ba 2 Cu 3 O 7 at small x, because pressure increases hybridization and thus the charge transfer from the pdσ * to the pf σ * − pdπ * states, while the same argument predicts dT c /dP to be positive in PrBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 (since in this system the superconductivity occurs in the pf σ (i) When Y is fully substituted by Pr, the pdσ * band is so close to half-filling that it undergoes the Mott-Hubbard transition. The conductivity and superconductivity is carried instead by the holes in the new pdπ * band. (j) At a higher pressure, due to increased pf σ interaction, the position of this band is higher than at P = 0, and thus the number of holes in this band is larger.
